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Challenge
The customers’ wireless users have
been experiencing reliability issues
with their Wi-Fi network.

Solution
• Assessment of Security
Configuration
• Remote Wireless Survey
and Remediation
• 30-Day Sentry Service Trial

Benefits
• Comprehensive Wireless Access
• Improved Security Posture
• Access to all Firewall
Security Features

888.717.0340

www.cerdant.com

We were referred to Richardson
Electronics after they informed
Dell they were unhappy with their
previous service provider. Dell trusts
us to handle challenges when
customers are having issues with
their SonicWALL because of our laser
focus and years of expertise.
“I was ready to rip out my firewalls
and start over,” Glenn Middlekauff,
Director Internal Audit, IT & Business
Process Improvement, later told us,
“Our old MSP couldn’t figure out how
to configure our Access Points for
connectivity. The wireless network
was inconsistent and kept dropping
connections.”
We offered a complete security
assessment to better identify their
security posture and problems with
wireless connectivity. Our findings
showed many vulnerabilities left from
their previous provider, and a wireless
solution that did not match their
needs as a business.
“I was really impressed that Cerdant
offered a security audit. That was a
real stepping point for me because I
am responsible for internal audits as
well as IT” Glenn explained.

After our assessment, it was clear
that Richardson Electronics needed
an overhaul to eliminate the security
risks not addressed by their previous
provider.

The Solution
Our objective was to remotely
analyze and remediate the
performance and functionality of the
Richardson Electronics’ firewall and
wireless network. Our plan of action
was to reconfigure their current
firewall, a SonicWALL NSA unit, to
give them the best security possible
for their network. The products
that Cerdant recommended for this
solution were:
• SonicWALL NSA Series Firewall
• 15 + SonicWALL SonicPoint
Access Points
In one week, we had reconfigured
Richardson Electronics’ NSA firewall
to offer the maximum amount of
security possible. This included
continued management of licensing,
firmware upgrades, and content
filtering policy. These services
were provided free for 30 days
after deployment with our Security
Assurance Plan.
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The Benefits
We provided unlimited technical
support, change management,
and all elements of our Sentry
monitoring program for 30 days.
This allowed us to work together
to test and adjust their security
settings to best match their needs.
They also gained access to our
mycerdant.com web portal for
reporting, support, and monitoring
of their network.
“We went from having many open
vulnerabilities to a closed security
posture in very little time.”

I was really impressed that Cerdant
offered a security audit. That was a
real stepping point for me because
I am responsible for internal audits
as well as IT.

“

To improve Richardson Electronics
Wi-Fi availability, we used our
remote wireless survey to find
weak points in their wireless
signal. Our remote wireless survey
reviews a building blueprint
and leverages Cerdant software
tools to create a SonicWALL
Wireless “best practice” layout,
based on their needs. [Figure A]
A document is provided, which
shows where Access Points should
be positioned and at what signal
strength, for the expected users
at any time.

Glenn Middlekauff,
Director Internal Audit, IT &
Business Process Improvement

Figure A

After those 30 days Richardson
Electronics decided to utilize
our Sentry service for continued
support. We also began deploying
NSA series firewalls to Richardson
Electronics properties around the
globe.
We deployed NSA firewalls paired
with SonicPoint Access Points
at 25 Richardson Electronics
locations around the world, which
are continuously managed and
monitored 24x7 by our health and
threat detection systems.
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